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Abstract: Development of Three-Tier Diagnostic Test Instruments to Measure 

Misconceptions on Atomic Structure. This study aims to measure misconceptions in atomic 

structure of tenth grade students at SMA Swasta Nurul Iman Tanjung Morawa. This research 

was conducted in October 2021-February 2022. The type of research used was Research and 

Development with the development of ADDIE. Instrument used are tests, questionnaires, 

interviews and documentation. The diagnostic test developed is a three-tier multiple choice 

diagnostic test consisting of answer choices, reasons and confidence levels. The results of the 

validation by the validator show that the instrument developed is valid. The validity of the test 

developed was 16 valid questions and 4 invalid questions. The results of the reliability test 

showed a reliability lift of 0.82. The highest percentage of misconceptions is on the concept of 

electron configuration by 52% and the lowest percentage of misconceptions on the concept of 

making up atomic particles (protons, electrons, and neutrons) is 21.17%. The percentage of 

students who understand the concept of atomic structure is 23%. The percentage of categories 

that do not understand the concept of atomic structure is 32% and the percentage of the category 

of misconceptions of the concept of atomic structure is 45%. 

 

Keywords: atomic structure, misconception, three-tier multiple choice. 

 

Abstrak: Pengembangan Instrumen Tes Diagnostik Three-Tier Untuk Mengukur 

Miskonsepsi Pada Materi Struktur Atom. Penelitialn ini bertujualn untuk mengukur daln 

mendeteksi miskonsepsi siswa yalng terjaldi palda konsep struktur atom berdalsalrkaln halsil 

dialgnosis siswa kelals X SMA Swalsta Nurul Imaln Talnjung Moralwal. Penelitialn ini 

dilalksalnalkaln palda Oktober 2021- Februalri 2022. Jenis penelitialn yalng digunalkaln aldallalh 

penelitialn pengembalngaln dengaln pengembalngaln AlDDIE. Instrumen yalng digunalkaln aldallalh 

tes, alngket, walwalncalra daln dokumentalsi. Tes dialgnostik yalng dikembalngkaln aldallalh tes 

dialgnostik three tier multiple choice yalng terdiri dalri pilihaln jalwalbaln, allalsaln daln tingkalt 

keyalkinaln. Halsil vallidalsi oleh vallidaltor menunjukaln instrumen yalng dikembalngaln vallid. 

Valliditals tes yalng dikembalngkaln sebalnyalk 16 butir soall vallid daln soall yalng tidalk vallid 

sebalnyalk 4 butir soall. Halsil uji coba relialbilitals menunjukaln alngkalt relialbilitals sebesalr 0,82. 

Persentalse miskonsepsi tertinggi yalitu palda konsep konfiguralsi elektron sebesalr 52% daln 

persentalse miskonsepsi terendalh palda konsep penyusun palrtikel altom (proton, elektron, daln 

neutron) sebesalr 21,17%. Persentalse siswa yalng memalhalmi konsep struktur altom yalitu 

sebesalr 23%. Persentalse kaltegori tidalk memalhalmi konsep sebesalr 32% daln persentalse 

kaltegori miskonsepsi konsep struktur altom sebesalr 45%. 

 

Kalta Kunci: struktur atom, miskonsepsi, three-tier multiple choice. 
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▪ INTRODUCTION 

Chemistry is included in the Nalturall Sciences falmily which Study of maltter 

which includes composition, properties, structure, chalnges alnd the energy thalt 

alccompalnies these chalnges. Chemistry als a whole is a complex concept alnd requires 

albstralct thinking skills. Concepts in Chemistry consist of severall interrelalted palrts alnd 

alre studied through three levels of representaltion, nalmely malcroscopic, sub-

microscopic, alnd symbolic. Chemistry is one of the sciences thalt is not ealsily 

understood by students. Als a result, students halve difficulty understalnding concepts in 

chemistry correctly (Al'yun et all, 2018). Lealrning chemistry in high school still lealves a 

number of students with misconceptions. Judging from the indicaltors thalt alre still 

understood by students' misconceptions, it caln be salid thalt these indicaltors alre 

indicaltors thalt require students' thinking skills. From this falct, it is possible thalt the 

misconceptions thalt occur come from students' thinking skills thalt alre not good, or alre 

still relaltively low. Therefore, it is necessalry to do lealrning thalt caln tralin students' 

thinking skills so thalt the malteriall being studied caln be understood by students als a 

whole. This staltement is als malndalted in the Alppendix to the Permendiknals No.22 of 

2006 concerning Content Stalndalrds for High School Chemistry Subjects (Ningrum, 

2013). 

The results of the dalta alnallysis of the 2014/2015 Naltionall Exalminaltion in 

Demalk Regency showed thalt there wals a difference in the percentalge of students' 

understalnding of concepts in ealch competency being tested. The difference in these 

understalndings, sometimes there alre some who experience devialtions or discrepalncies 

which alre callled misconceptions. Misconception is aln understalnding of concepts thalt 

alre not in alccordalnce with scientific explalnaltions. The altomic structure is aln importalnt 

balsic concept in studying chemistry. The balsis of lealrning chemistry is to malke 

students understalnd alnd be alble to alpply concepts albout altoms alnd molecules. If 

students experience misconceptions in one of the balsic concepts, the possibility of the 

emergence of misconceptions in more complex concepts will be grealter (Al'yun et all, 

2018). A dialgnostic instrument is aln alssessment instrument thalt caln be used to identify 

misconceptions in nalturall student. The three-tier dialgnostic instrument caln determine 

the proportion of students who experience misconceptions, by distinguishing between 

misconceptions alnd wealk conceptuall understalnding from the third tier. Three-tier 

dialgnostic instrument is aln instrument thalt hals three tiers or levels, nalmely the first 

level in the form of alnswer choices. The second level is the choice of realsons for the 

alnswers in the first level. The third level is the level of confidence in the a lnswers given 

alt the first alnd second levels (Wiyono, 2016). 

The dialgnostic test is intended to determine the lealrning difficulties experienced 

by students balsed on the results of previous formaltive tests. The dialgnosis of student 

lealrning difficulties is broalder thaln the implementaltion of dialgnostic tests, so thalt in 

calrrying out the dialgnosis of lealrning difficulties, in alddition to calrrying out tests, other 

alctivities need to be calrried out, nalmely tralcing the types, sources alnd caluses of errors. 

A good dialgnostic test caln provide aln alccuralte picture of the misconceptions students 

halve balsed on the error informaltion they malke. Dialgnostic tests alre used to alssess 

students' conceptuall understalnding of key concepts on certalin topics, specificallly for 

concepts thalt tend to be misunderstood. Balsed on this opinion, it caln be defined thalt the 

chalralcteristics of this dialgnostic test halve the following albilities: (1) dialgnosing the 

wealkness of students' conceptuall malstery balsed on the alnallysis of students' alnswers, 

providing feedbalck quickly alnd individuallly alccording to the malstery of the concepts 
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of ealch item. (3) help help students improve understalnding of certalin concepts. 

However, the tealcher hals not been alble to determine the chalralcteristics of the 

misconceptions experienced by students so thalt the tealcher does not know the concepts 

of misconceptions experienced by students. This caluses tealchers to ralrely conduct 

misconceptions diagnostic tests on students (Albbals, 2016). This three-tier dialgnostic 

test is a diagnostic test composed of three levels of questions. The first level (one-tier) is 

in the form of ordinalry multiple choice, the second level (a choice of realsons, alnd the 

third level (three-tier) is alffirmaltion questions albout beliefs. of the alnswers thalt halve 

been selected alt levels one alnd two. While the definition of a dialgnostic test is a test 

thalt alims to identify students' lealrning difficulties in terms of understalnding key 

concepts on certalin topics. The benefit of the results of this dialgnostic test is thalt it caln 

be used als a reference by educaltors in determining effective lealrning paltterns in the 

future (Syalhrul, 2015).  

 

▪ METHOD 

The type of research that used in this research is research and development with 

Addie model. The purpose of this research is to develop a three - level multiple choice 

diagnostic test to identify misconceptions that occur in class X students on atomic 

structure. This research was carried out at the Nurul Iman Private High School Tanjong 

Morawa, North Sumatra class X MIA in the odd semester of the 2021/2022 Academic 

Year. This research was conducted from October 2021 to February 2022 in the odd 

semester of the 2021/2022 academic year. 

The population in this study is 10 classes of class X MIA SMA Nurul Iman 

Private High School Tanjong Morawa in the odd semester of the 2021/2022. Sampling 

in this study was taken by purposive sampling technique, namely the technique of 

determining the sample for certain reasons, namely class X students who excel at the 

school and halve studied the atomic structure material. 

 

Data Analysis Techniques 

The first step in data analysis is that the diagnostic test instrument that has been 

prepared is tested for feasibility by experts, namely material experts and evaluation 

experts. After the question was deemed appropriate by teh expert, the diagnostic test 

instrument was then tested on students to detect students misconceptions about the 

atomic structure material. Item analysis of three-tier diagnostic test instruments.The 

questions instrument is in the form of multiple choice questions with a tota of 20 

questions with 4 distracting answers. The statistics formula used in this study include: 

 

Validation Test  

Item validity is carried out by calculating the correlation between each instrument 

item score and the tota score, using the "product moment" correlation formula also 

follows: 

 
The validity coefficient obtained (rpbs) is compared with the r values of the 

moment product table with the criteria ; if rpbs > rtalble, then the item is said to be valid 

(Silitonga, 2014). 
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Relialbility Test 

For reliability calculations can be determined by looking at the resealrch 

instruments used. Becaluse the test is used als a resealrch instrument is a multiple choice 

question the formula used is the formula KR-20 in Silitonga (2014: 155) 
 

 

The relialbility coefficient (r11 or rxx) is compalred to rtalble alt rproduct moment with = 

0.05; if rcount > rtalble then the test is declalred relialble (Sugihalrti, 2016). 

Difficulty Level 

The number that shows the level of difficulty of a test item is called the item 

difficulty index (P) which can be calculated by the formulal: 

 

      (Arifin,2017). 
Distinguishing Power 

Dalta analysis of discriminatory power of questions for students This da lta is 

alnallyzed to determine the differentialting power seen from the vallue of the 

discriminaltion index for ealch item, the formula used is: 

(Rahayu & Azizah, 2012). 

Distralctors 

According to Alrikunto (2012:233), the distractor is considered bald if the 

distractor is not chosen alt all by the testee because the distractor looks too misleading. 

On the other hand, a well-functioning distractor is a distralctor or distralctor that is 

chosen by alt lealst 5%. If it is chosen evenly, it is said to be very good. However, if the 

upper group chooses more or not, then the distractor is not a good test follower. 

 

Test Scoring 

Guidelines for scoring the three-tier multiple choice dialgnostic test were used als a 

guideline to determine the results of the tests used. Alccording to Alrikunto (2013), the 

formula used for student scoring caln be seen in Equaltion: 

 

S = R 

Description: 

● S: score obtalined 

● R: correct alnswer or realson 

Answers alnd realsons alre given a score of 1 alnd if the alnswers to suggestions 

alnd realsons alre wrong or do not provide alnswers, they alre not given a score. 

 

Interpretaltion of Three-Tier Multiple Choice Dialgnostic Test 

Choice dialgnostic test is divided into three caltegories, nalmely understalnding, 

not understalnding, alnd misconceptions (Pesmaln, 2010). 
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Talble 1. Interpretaltion of Results Three-Tier Multiple Choice Dialgnostic Test 

 

To callculalte the percentalge of students who experience misconceptions balsed on the 

mealsurement of dialgnostic test instruments, the formulal: 

 
Description: 

MK   = Group of students who understalnd the concept 

TMK = Group of students who don't understalnd the concept 

MK = Group of students who show misconceptions 

N      = Number of students 

 

 
▪ RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Dalta Collection alnd Literalture Study 

It stalrts from collecting severall references relalted to resealrch. Then aln alnallysis 

wals calrried out on some of these references so thalt it wals obtalined thalt to determine 

students' knowledge in understalnding the concept of altomic structure, it caln be seen 

from the sources of errors thalt alllow students' misconceptions so thalt students halve 

difficulty understalnding the concept of altomic structure. Alt this stalge, allso alnallyzes 

curriculum, student alnd topic. 

 

Product Description and Design 

At this stage the researcher designs diagnostic test questions that are used to 

identify students' misconceptions about the atomic structure. Problems are designed 

based on the materia that has been analyzed based on indicators of the concept of 

atomic structure. Researchers designed questions that represented each sub-topic on the 

atomic structure. The questions developed by the researcher were 30 questions which 
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were validated to the expert validator and corrected according to the advice of the expert 

validator, then tested on a small group of 15 students, after that the researcher made a 

revision before being tested on a large-scale trial. A large-scale tria walls conducted on 

34 students with 20 questions. Students are asked to provide an assessment of student 

response questionnaires on small-scale trials and large-scale trials. The products 

produced in this study are a grid of test questions, three-level multiple choice diagnostic 

tests, answer keys, scoring guidelines, and results interpretation guidelines. 

 

Product Validation 

Multiple choice diagnostic test instruments three levels before being given to 

students are validated first to the Expert Review (assessment of experts). Instrument 

validation is done by providing a question validation sheet containing the validator’s 

assessment of three aspects, namely: material, construction and language. The purpose 

of validating expert validators is to find out the validity of the test questions that halve 

been developed, with proven validity, the questions are eligible to be used. The 

validator in this study consisted of 1 chemistry lecturer Untimed and two chemistry 

teacher’s at SMA Nurul Iman Tanjong Morawa. 

  

Small-Scale Trial 

The step taken after revising the validation results by the expert is to conduct a 

small-scale trial. The purpose of the small-scale tria in this study walls to determine the 

estimated time and to see how far the students' ability to work on the three-level 

multiple-choice diagnostic test questions. This tria walls carried out alt the Nurul Iman 

Private High School Tanjong Morawa which 15 students who held studied atomic 

structure. The number of items tested alt this stage is 30 questions. 

After working on a three-level multiple-choice diagnostic test, students were 

asked to give an assessment of the student's response questionnaire on a small-scale 

trial. In the aspect of assessment, student responses are given scores ranging from a 

score range of one to five. All score of five is given if the aspect is very good, a score of 

four is given if the aspect is good, a score of three is given if the aspect is quite good, a 

score of two is given if the aspect is not good, a score of one is given if the aspect is not 

good. 

 

Product Analysis and Revision 

Based on the delta obtained in the small-scale tria assessment, it is necessary to 

revise the time used when conducting the test. The following are the results of the 

questionnaire analysis of student assessment of the three-level diagnostic test that has been 

tested: 

 

Table 1. Results of the Student Response Questionnaire Analysis of the Three-Level 

Diagnostic Test in the Small-Scale Trial 
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The average result of student assessment of the response questionnaire is 62%, 

which means that the three-level diagnostic test instrument is included in the good 

enough category so that the instrument calm already be used in large-scale trials. Before 

being tested on a large-scale trial, revisions were made to the previous processing time 

with 30 questions given 60 minutes to make improvements by adding time to the 

process. But there is something that must be corrected in severa aspects based on the 

results of student assessment questionnaires, namely: 

1. Socialization on how to understand questions is needed because previously students 

halve never used a three-level diagnostic test alt the learning stage. 

2. The need to consider the number of questions with the processing time to maximize 

the process of applying the three-level diagnostic test. 
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Large Scale Implementation 

Tria The large-scale tria in this study was used to identify students' 

misconceptions and determine the validity, reliability, level of difficulty, discriminatory 

power, and distractors of the three-level diagnostic test. The following are the results of 

the analysis after a large-scale trial: 

 

Validity of the Three-Level Diagnostic 

Validity test of the three-level diagnostic test walls 20 questions which were 

carried out based on the results of a large-scale tria on tenth grade students of Small 

Swasta Nurul Iman Tanjong Morawa with 34 students. The results obtained are 15 valid 

questions and 5 invalid questions. 

 

Talble 2. The results of the alnallysis of the vallidity of the three-level Dialgnostic Test 

 
 

Reliability of Three-Level Diagnostic Test 
 

Balsed on the results of a wide-scalle triall, it caln be callculalted relialbility with 

Microsoft Excel using the KR-20 formulal, the relialbility is 0.82. The three-level 

dialgnostic test is relialble so thalt it caln be used in identifying the level of understalnding 

of the concept of altomic structure. 

 

Three-Level Diagnostic Test Difficulty Level 
  

Talble 3. Results of the Three-Level Diagnostic Test Difficulty Alnallysis 

 
 

Balsed on the alnallysis of the difficulty level of the three-level dialgnostic test 

items, it shows thalt from 20 questions, 2 items alre clalssified als ealsy with a 

percentalge of 10%, 18 items alre clalssified als medium with a percentalge of 90%. The 

percentalge of the difficulty level of the test is dominalted by the moderalte caltegory, 

this shows thalt the test used is good. Kuncoro (2012:63) the best test is a test thalt 

consists of questions thalt halve a moderalte level alnd a ealsy difficulty distribution 

ralnge. 
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Figure 1. Alnallysis of the Difficulty Level of the Three Level Dialgnostic Test 

Distinguishing Test 

 Table 4. Results of the Alnallysis of the Differentialting Power of the Three Level 

Dialgnostic Test 

 

Balsed on the talble albove, it caln be seen thalt the differentialting power of the three-level 

dialgnostic test items is 2 items or 10% of the questions ha lve very good discriminalting 

power, 9 items or 45% of the questions halve good discriminalting power, 7 items or 

35% of the questions halve quite good discriminalting power, 1 item or 5% of the 

questions halve poor discriminaltory power alnd 1 item or 5% of the questions halve very 

good discriminalting power. 

 

 

Figure 2. Distinguishing Power Alnallysis 
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Distractors 

The purpose of the distralctors in the three-level dialgnostic test thalt hals been 

tested on a lalrge scalle is to deceive those who alre less calpalble or who do not know 

into distinguishing them from students who alre alble to alnswer the questions. Every 

distralctor chosen by students is less thaln 5%, then the distractor is considered not 

functioning. Distractors alre malde to test students' alccuralcy in alnswering correct 

alnswers. The instrument thalt wals tested on a broald scalle consisted of 20 questions 

alnd ealch of them contalined 5 options consisting of 1 alnswer option alnd 4 distralctor 

options. Then there alre 80 distralcting options on the test instrument. 

 

Figure 3. Percentalge of Functionallity of Alnswer Distralctors 

From the picture above shows that distractors in the answers that can be used or 

function well are 78 (78%) and distractors that cannot be used or do not function 

properly are 22 (22%). 

 

Figure 4. Percentage of Functionality of Distractor Reasons for Answers 

From the picture above shows that distractors for answer reasons that can be used 

or function well are 83% and distractors that cannot be used or do not function properly 

are 17%. 

 

Analysis of Teacher Interview Results 

There are 10 questions in the interview guide to teachers consisting of 7 aspects 

of assessment. The results of interviews conducted with chemistry teachers alt Nurul 

Iman Private High School Tanjong Morawa showed a positive response to the three- 

level multiple choice diagnostic test, because the diagnostic test can identify the level of 
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knowledge of students who understand, do not understand and halve misconceptions 

about the concept of chemica equilibrium. 

 

Analysis of Student Responses 

After conducting a broad-scale tria of the three-level diagnostic test, a response 

questionnaire walls given to students on the tests that held been done. There are eleven 

aspects of the questions in the student response questionnaire sheet. For each aspect of 

the question there are five choices of student response levels, namely: a score of 1 

indicates that students do not agree with the aspects of the questions given, a score of 2 

indicates that they do not agree, a score of 3 indicates quite agree, a score of 4 indicates 

agree and a score of 5 indicates strongly agree. Following are the results of the student 

assessment questionnaire on the third-level diagnostic test. 

 
Figure 5. Results of Questionnaire Analysis of Student Assessment of Three-

Level Diagnostic Tests on Wide-Scale Trials 

 

Based on the picture above, it can be seen that the response questionnaires given 

during large-scale trials halve changed manly aspects of students' answers. 

 

Interpretation of Three-Level Diagnostic Test Results 

Analysis of three-level diagnostic test questions by giving a score of 1 on the 

correct answer and correct reason, a score of 0 on the wrong answer or wrong reason. 

The level of confidence is in the high category if students halve a scale of 4,5,6 and the 

level of confidence is in the low category if students halve a scale of 1,2,3. The results 

obtained are then interpreted into the categories of understanding, not understanding and 

misconceptions. Overall, the percentage of each category of student understanding walls 

obtained, namely understanding, not understanding, and misconceptions which include 

the concept of atomic structure. 
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Figure 6. Interpretation of Three-Level Diagnostic Test Results 

 

Figure 6 shows a graph of the percentage of students in understanding concepts, 

not understanding concepts and misconceptions on all items. Based on the graph above, 

it can be seen that the category of misconceptions occupies the highest percentage, 

which is 39%. The percentage of categories that do not understand the concept of 

atomic structure is 31% and the percentage of categories that understand the concept of 

atomic structure is 30. 

 

Table 5. Percentage of Each Category Level of Students' Understanding of the 

concept of atomic structure 

 

 
 

In table 6 it can be seen that the highest percentage of misconceptions is on the 

concept of electron configuration by 52% and the lowest percentage on the concept of 

constituent of atomic particles (protons, electrons and neutrons) of 21.17% In the 

category of understanding the concept the highest percentage is in understanding the 

concept of constituent atomic particles (protons, electrons and neutrons) of 48.7% and 

the percentage lowest in understanding the concept of electron configuration by 12%. In 

the category of not understanding the concept, the highest percentage walls in the 

concept of the Development of Dalton’s Atomic Theory and Model alt 47% and the 

lowest percentage walls in the concept of Determining the atomic number and malls 

number of 27.5%. Based on the table above, the percentage of students who understand 

the concept is 23%, the percentage of students who do not understand the concept is 

32% and the percentage of students who halve misconceptions is 45%. 
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The test results show that Three-tier can identify the level of students' conceptual 

knowledge. This can be seen from the identification of students who experience 

misconceptions, do not understand concepts, and understand concepts so that from the 

results of applying diagnostic tests it can be seen which indicators students experience 

the most misconceptions. Identification using third there-tier diagnostic test instrument 

is can not only used the level of understanding of students, but can also see students’ 

misconceptions and can see students who don’t understand the concept. This 

misconception can appear in students from daily experiences when interacting with the 

natura surroundings. According to YuYu (2005) errors in identification will cause errors 

in how to correctly, which can be used at any time in the teaching and learning process. 

According to Hammer (1996) & YuYu (2005) Misconceptions can be seen as a 

conception or cognitive structure that is firmly and stable attached to the minds of 

students which actually deviates from the conceptions put forward by experts, which 

can mislead students in understanding natura phenomena and doing explanations 

scientific (Ramani, 2017). 

 

▪ CONCLUSION 

Based on the results of research regarding the Development of Three-Tier to 

Measure Misconceptions of Class X Students on the Atomic Structure Material, it can 

be concluded that diagnostic test instrument Three-Tier Multiple Choice developed halls 

the characteristics of the instrument substance to measure misconceptions in the atomic 

structure material. double three levels also manly also 20 questions. The test instrument 

developed for the material atomic structure halls met the qualifications well with the 

assessment of three expert validators. The validity of the developed test obtained 16 

valid questions and 4 invalid questions. The results of the reliability test showed al 

reliability rating of 0.82. Al reliable three-level diagnostic test walls used to identify the 

level of understanding of the concept of atomic structure. Based on the test results, the 

percentage of students who understand the concept is 24.86%. The percentage of the 

category of not understanding the concept is 32% and the percentage of the 

misconception category of the chemical equilibrium concept is 43.11% Overall, the 

results of the analysis of students gave al positive response to the Three-Tier developed 

with an average positive response is 85%. 
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